Abstract. Partitioning the systems of equations is a very important process when solving it on a parallel computer. This paper presents some criteria which leads to more efficient parallelization, that must be taken into consideration. New criteria added to preconditioning process by reducing average bandwidth are proposed in this paper. These new criteria lead to a combination between preconditioning and partitioning of systems equations, so no need two distinct algorithms/processes. In our proposed methods -where the preconditioning is done by reducing the average bandwidth-two directions were followed in terms of partitioning: for a given preconditioned system determining the best partitioning (or one as close) and the second consist in achieving an adequate preconditioning, depending on a given/desired partitioning. A mixed method it is also proposed. Experimental results, conclusions and recommendations, obtained after parallel implementation of conjugate gradient on IBM BlueGene /P supercomputerbased on a synchronous model of parallelization-are also presented in this paper.
Introduction
A lot of engineering applications involves solving large sparse linear systems of equations. Parallel computing has been imposed because in the current real problems, the systems of equations have dimensions of millions equations [5] which require the use of high performance computing (HPC) systems, fact that enables to speedup the rate of performance. Solving linear system of equation by direct methods is a good choice in the case of small systems, but not for large systems due to their relatively high memory and computational requirements. Iterative methods are good for large systems of equations but on the other hand they are more dependent on the properties of the systems. Furthermore, the iterative methods require systems preconditioning if we want to obtain a good approximations of the solution in a short time. The preconditioning consists in transforming the associated system matrix into one that is more favorable to solving process. We consider that a preconditioner is good if improves the convergence of the iterative method, sufficiently to overcome the extra cost of applying it. The importance of preconditioning becomes even more important in the case of parallel solving and there are many studies that show this [3, 4, 33, 37] . One of the very important elements in parallel computing is the "loadbalancing". This was first introduced by Shivaratry in paper [38] , where are proposed and compared some load-balancing strategies. Load-balancing increase the performance of parallel computer applications by reduction the processor idle time and interprocessor communication time. Therefore, the ideal case is that in which all processors contain the same amount of computational work, and does not exist data dependencies between processors. Because the ideal cases are rare, the goal remains to minimize these two factors for a good load-balancing of processors. From another point of view, because many problems are often expressed as graphs, the load-balancing problem can be seen as a graph partitioning: vertices represent the data and edges represent relationships between data/vertices. Thus, in the case of weighted graph, the main goals of partitioning are to assign equal total vertex weight to partitions and to minimize the weight of cut edges. There are many algorithms that fiind good partitionings based on graph theory [10, [19] [20] [21] [34] [35] [36] . But the consideration in which each vertex represent an equal amount of work is a limitation of graph teory application in load-balancing [18] . Another limitation lies in the type of equations systems that can be represented, ie only systems with square and symmetric matrices [22] . To solve these shortcomings, hypergraphs are used as models for partitioning in parallel computing [6, 7, 17, 23] .
New methods of partitioning in parallel computing, inspired from artificial intelligence began to be proposed lately, methods that in many cases outperforms the conventional heuristics methods : [11, 12, 25, 27, 40] . There are many software package used for partitioning and load-balancing in parallel computing some of these being: -JOSTLE: a library for multilevel graph partitioning and load balancing developed at the University of Greenwich, London, UK (http://staffweb.cms.gre. ac.uk/ c.walshaw/jostle/), used for mesh-based parallel scientific computing applications and load-balancing, on distributed memory parallel computers; -PSPIKE (Parallel General Sparse Linear System Solver): a software package solver for parallel solution of large sparse linear systems (http://www.pspikeproject.org/), that use matrix reordering and partitioning routines; -METIS: a software for unstructured graph partitioning and sparse matrix ordering system developed at University of Minnesota (http://www.cs.umn. edu/karypis), that include some partitioning method like: spectral bisection, multilevel spectral bisection, multilevel partitioning, geometric partitioning, geometric partitioning-KL etc. So, in parallel solving systems of equations the load-balancing of processors is also a very important factor. This isn't an easy problem, with two main issues: how to partition the data between processors and how to parallelize the iterations in case of iterative methods. There are three ways of matrices partitioning: by rows, by columns or by blocks: the first two are suitable for distributed memory architecture while the last is used in vector processors. We consider that an important cause of bad load-balancing in parallel solving of system equations is the dynamism of the process over time, namely in computational and communication costs, such as, for example the condition numbers of equations subsystems. Therefore, along the time, numerous methods for dynamic load-balancing have been proposed [8, 9, 15, 16, 42] , a part of the benefits and limitations of dynamic partitioning across a wide range of parallel system environments being described in the paper [39] . One of the most used iterative methods for solving systems of linear equations is the conjugate gradient (CG) that is very effective when the associated matrix of system is symmetric and positive definite. The method was proposed by M.R. Hestenes, and E. Stiefel in [6] , being seen as a special case of Gaussian elimination. The method involves small errors, exact solutions are generally obtained after at most n steps, where n is the size of a well conditioned system of equations. We have rapid convergence in case of well conditioned systems, but can be arbitrary if the matrix is ill conditioned. In Krylov type iterative methods, the convergence decreases or is lost after parallelization of these methods -compared with serial variants of these-, the least affected seem to be the CG, as was shown in [33] .
For conjugate gradient algorithm, the main effort consists in computing the matrix-vector product and because it is directly proportional to the number of nonzero values in the matrix, an implementation of a load balanced distribution corresponds to an uniform non-zero elements distribution between processors. The parallelism in the conjugate gradient algorithm is derived from parallel matrix-vector product and other inner products. The rest of the operations involved are trivial in relation to them. The operations can be performed in parallel as long as no dependency between them. For example, the updating of the residual vector and the vector solution does not depend on each other and can be performed at the same time. But these operations can not be performed before performing the matrix-vector product. And matrix-vector product in a new iteration can not be performed until the residual vector is updated. So, there are two points on which processors must synchronize before they can move on to the next iteration. It is very important that the work be balanced between processors such synchronization points so that the processors does not have any periods of inactivity beetwen two moments (ideally) or these periods to be as smallest possible. Thus, minimizing this waiting/idle time is an important goal in parallel solving systems of equations.
In conclusion, the problems to be solved in parallel solving systems of equations are related to finding an suitable division of the processes to be performed, as well as finding the most appropriate mechanisms for synchronization and communication between different processes. The system equations partitioning can be done staticaly or dinamicaly: in first case the way to partitioning is fixed and is independent of variable system status.
Theoretical considerations and experiments
Partitioning the systems of equations is a very important process when solving it on a parallel computer and more criteria must be taken into consideration in this case. In our study, the main criterion considered was the indicator average bandwidth. As shown in the papers [28, 29, 31] , the optimization of this indicator leads to a more uniform distribution of non-zero elements around and along the main diagonal of the associated matrix. This distribution, somewhat similar to a band, ensures a better load balancing and the use of a larger number of processors, which leads to more efficient parallelization, as mentioned in [1, 2] . As will be shown further, additional criteria added to the average bandwidth optimization process lead to better results in terms of execution time, in case of iterative methods that are based on the Jacobian, like conjugate gradient. We consider the case of parallel solving a system of equations using Kyrlov type iterative methods (Newton, conjugate gradient or preconditioned conjugate gradient), a synchronous model of parallelization and a row-blocks matrix partitioning with equals partitions. In such a case it is desirable that inside of diagonal blocks Ji(x), i = 1, ..., p (p is the number of partitions) of the Jacobian J(x) to be as many nonzero values (nonzero coefficients of equations system unknowns) for a greater efficiency of computing process (a smaller number of communication processes). At the same time it is desirable that blocks Ji(x) to contain close values of the number of nonzero, to have a better balance of processors. In the ideal case -synchronous model, equal row-blocks partitioning and iterative methods that using the Jacobian-all nonzero elements should be distributed inside of diagonal submatrices with size k situated along the main diagonal, where k = n/p, n being the size of the system and p the number of partitions, like in Figure 1 . It is obvious that in such a situation when must be solved p independent subsystems of equations, the efficiency parallelization process is high. How such an ideal situation is difficult/impossible to obtain in practice, we consider that a reasonable solution is to bring as many nonzero elements inside of diagonal submatrices, that can lead to improved performance. 
A few factors that influence the efficiency of parallelization
In papers [28, 29] was proposed a new indicator called average bandwidth (mbw), used in preconditioning systems of linear equations. Its relevance in parallel solving systems of linear equations was shown in paper [31] . It has also been shown in [31] that in some cases such preconditioning by reducing the average bandwidth leads to a drastic decrease of the efficiency of parallel computing process in terms of convergence and global runtime. To note that this unwanted effect was also observed in the case of preconditioning Figure 2 and Table 1 . As can be seen in Table 1 , the partitioning by 2, 5, 20 and 50 processors are not favorable. Experiments and further study have resulted Figure 2 : Matrix configuration before and after average bandwidth reduction in the identification of several factors that can led in some conditions to these undesired effects. The main factors, experimental identified by us are: a) distribution of non-zero elements along and around the main diagonal of the associated matrix of the equations system; b) diagonal-blocks configurations ie the ratio between the number of nonzero elements inside and outside of Jacobian sub-matrix for each partition in part; c) condition numbers of diagonal-blocks submatrix; d) number of partitions.
Proposed solutions for improving the partitioning
In the following will be considered a synchronous model of parallelization, row-blocks matrix partitioning with equals partitions and Krylov type iterative methods that using the Jacobian, ie conjugate gradient. Below are decribed our proposals for a more efficient parallelization, in terms of the factors mentioned before: a) distribution of non-zero elements in associated matrix of system: The non-zero elements distribution plays an important role in efficient solving of equations systems in parallel. From our point of view is of interest the distributions of nonzero elements along and around the main diagonal of the associated matrix of the equations system: -around the main diagonal: it is desirable that as many elements to be as close to the main diagonal [1, 2, 37] , which is in fact a smaller value for average bandwidth [28, 29] . This will ensure the efficiency of the parallel computing mainly by the possibility of using a larger number of processors.
-along the main diagonal: this should to be as uniform as to ensure a more load balanced of processors. These improvements can be achieved by reducing the average bandwidth, using for example algorithms described in [29] . Figure 3 shows an example of the average bandwidth reduction compared with bandwidth reduction [14] , using the same initial matrix. In our approach were followed two directions: -a good ratio of nonzero elements inside and outside of diagonal blocks, for each partition in part ie. inside as much, outside as few, for a smaller number of communication processes; -diagonal blocks to contain close values of the number of nonzeros, to have a better load balancing of processors. As has been mentioned, the ideal solution lies in bringing all nonzero values inside of diagonal blocks and a reasonable solution is to bring as many non-zero values inside of diagonal blocks, as can be seen in Figure 1 . Our solution in this respect consists in improving the average bandwidth reduction algorithms by adding additional decision criteria for lines/columns interchange operations. Several criteria for determining the interchange opportunity of lines/columns in the preconditioning process by average bandwidth reduction in sparse matrices have been described in the paper [30] . A new one, especially designed for preconditioning by reducing average bandwidth, correlated with increasing the number of non-zero elements inside the diagonal blocks, in the case of systems parallel solving is further proposed. Figure 4 shows a small example for an easy understanding of our proposed approach. There is represented an associated matrix of a 12x12 system of equations, where the matrix elements are identified by numbers between 1 and 144. It is desired a preconditioning process by reducing the average bandwidth so as to be maximized the number of nonzero elements inside jacobians. In the Figure 4 is analyzed the interchange opportunity of lines/columns (1,3). The matrix elements whose position is affected by the interchange are colored. Different colors were used for highlighted the new positions of each group in part. As can be seen we have eight distinct groups and each group can have null and nonzero elements, depending on the initial configuration of the matrix. The four groups are with positive contribution to the number of non-zero elements inside submatrix blocks (C1, C2, C3, C4) and the other four (C5, C6, C7, C8) are with contributions to the number of non-zero elements outside the submatrix blocks. The first four represent optimization and the last four represent non-optimization. The condition to improving the initial state is C1 + C2 + C3 + C4>C5 + C6 + C7 + C8 (1) which means that the total nonzero values on the left side of inequality must be greater than the number of non-zero values on the right side. In the case of symmetric matrices, equation (1) becomes:
Should be noted that the proposed method allows to determine how will be affected the number of nonzero values from inside of diagonal blocks by an interchange lines/columns (i, j), without to perform an effective interchange, just using the relation (3):
ie only a positive value of C represent an interchange opportunity. Note: method is simple and efficient because an interchange (i, j) affects only partitions which includes lines i and j of a sparse matrix, as can be seen in Figure 4 .
In our experiments, in order to select the most favorable interchanges, was used a greedy selection of lines, selection that depend on the num- It is well known that the condition number has a major influence in terms of convergence speed, therefore the execution time, both in the case of serial and parallel [33, 37, 41] . It is evident that in the case of parallel solving, the diagonal submatrix condition numbers influence the local convergence for each subprocess in part and implicitly the global convergence. We consider that this local influences are responsible for the overall decrease convergence in some partitioning cases even if the system of equations was preconditioned, as was highlighted in [31] . Such an unfavorable change of local condition numbers after a preconditioning process is exemplified in Figure 5 . It was experimentally observed that the condition numbers of diago- Figure 5 : Preconditioning influence on the local condition numbers nal blocks are influenced by the: -preconditioning by average bandwidth reducing process (in some cases the preconditioning process increases the condition numbers of diagonal blocks involved in interchange, as seen in Figure 5 ); -spectrum of nonzero values in each diagonal blocks; -number of partitions. Our proposed solution consists in improving the average bandwidth reduction algorithms by adding additional decision criteria for lines/columns interchange operation, ie. the interchange will be made only if the condition numbers of diagonal-blocks involved in interchange do not increase by more than an order of magnitude, because it was experimentally observed that increasing less than an order of magnitude does not significantly influence the convergence.
The proposed partitioning methods
In our approach, where the preconditioning is done by reducing the average bandwidth, two directions were followed in terms of partitioning: -for a given preconditioned system of equations, the goal consist in determining the best partitioning or one as close/satisfactory; -achieving an adequate preconditioning, depending on a given/desired partitioning. Finaly, a mixed solution for partitioning in the case of conjugate gradient is proposed.
Determining partitioning for a given preconditioned system
For a given preconditioned system of equations, it is aimed determining the best partitioning or one as close/satisfactory. This goal can be achieved using: a) a formula: Experimentally was observed that around 20 percent of cases after preconditioning by reducing average bandwidth (mbw), -a better (5 percent) or a closer (15 percent)-, the number of partitions p is given by the formula:
where mbw is the average bandwidth and n is the size of equations system. Note: We consider that the small successful percentage is due to: -the value with decimals obtained for p (p value must be integer); -working with equal partitions; -condition numbers of the diagonal blocks; -the ratio nonzero/zero inside/outside of the diagonal blocks. b) a technique from artificial intelligence:
The prototype of a recommendation system for partitioning in parallel conjugate gradient, based on feature vectors dissimilarity using the indicator Reference Distance Weighted [32] was tested and presented in Figure 6 . A Figure 6 : Recommendation system prototype summary of the main processing is done next. P reprocessing represents the feature extraction from the associated matrix, such as dimension, average bandwidth, bandwidth, profile, patterns of nonzero etc. Classif ication is the process by which the system of equations is included in one of the classes existing in knowledge base of the recommendation system. P ostprocessing is called if the classification process has failed. P ostprocessing represents the process of "adjustment" of some features in order to approximate the problem to be solved by one of the existing classes in the knowledge base. Such adjustable characteristics could be: bandwidth, average bandwidth, profile etc. After this, the machine learning module is called, to extend an existing class or create a new one. Finally, a recommendation f or partitioning is done and then the parallel solving module is called. Experimentally was observed that around 5 percent, we can find a good partitioning using the proposed prototype. We consider that the small successful percentage and the prohibitive runtime (even for small dimension of systems) is due to: too small knowledge base, too few features used in the features vectors, too little knownledge about the relevance of each feature in part, the large number of parameters which must be calculated and the condition numbers of the diagonal blocks which can not be known apriori.
Preconditioning according to a given partitioning
In this approach, for a given/desired partitioning it is aimed achieving the best possible preconditioning. Experimentally was observed that around 50 percent, we can find a good pattern of matrix, based on average bandwidth reduction conducted by: -row-blocks reconfiguration (to increase the number of nonzero inside and decrease them outside) -condition numbers of diagonal blocks involved in lines/columns interchange; About last criteria we have a dilemma: computing OR estimation the condition numbers for the two blocks affected by interchange? It is well known that computing the condition number its a hard problem from runtime point of view. At the same time, there are many methods for estimating the condition number, that determine in a reasonable time an approximate value of the condition number [13, 24, 26, 41] . But the approximative value obtained by these methods (the accuracy is not as precise as the general direct computation methods) it is not satisfactory in our case because for example, we need to compare two exactly values of condition numbers for the same diagonal submatrix, if the preconditioning by reducing average bandwidth is guided by decreasing the condition numbers.
A mixed solution for partitioning in the case of conjugate gradient
Further is described a mixed solution obtained from the two previous models, an approach that has the main steps:
Step1 : average bandwidth reduction without regard to partitioning; Step2 : computing the number of processors using formula p = n/mbw; Step3 : improvement previous p partitioning through reconfiguration matrix pattern ie. average bandwidth reduction guided by row-blocks reconfiguration and reduction the condition numbers of these. An example of running of such a model can be viewed in Figure 7 . The effectiveness of the proposed model is proved by decreasing the number of iterations required for convergence. Also, is observed the relevance of the two additional criteria added to preconditioning process by reducing the average bandwidth: condition numbers and diagonal blocks patterns optimization. So, in Figure 7 can be observed that in first stage, only average bandwidth reduction (Step 1) conduct to a value of partitions number equal with 10. After this, a new average bandwidth reduction conducted by row-blocks configuration and condition numbers, lead to a new configuration of the matrix, which provides a faster convergence in the case of 10 partitions, even if the new value of average bandwidth (mbw) has increased. Can be also observed the decrease of local condition numbers, which explains the increase of convergence speed. 
Conclusions and future work
Average bandwidth reducing is a good choice for preconditioning in parallel solving of equations systems. In this work the average bandwidth reducing process additionally depending on the diagonal blocks configuration and their condition numbers. Adding these new additional criteria leads to a substantial improvement of convergence. The major advantage of the proposed methods is that combine partitioning with preconditioning, so no need for two distinct algorithms. The relation p = n/mbw determine with a good approximation the optimal number of equal partitions and this value represent a good start for an efficient preconditioning guided by diagonal blocks configuration. One of the concerns in the future will be the performance improvement of proposed recommendation system, in particular by: increase and diversify the knowledge base, increasing the number of features to be analyzed, determining the weight/relevance of each feature in part in computing the degree of dissimilarity and the selection a simple but efficient method for estimating the condition number to increase the preconditioning efficiency.
Another concern for the future will be to work with unequal partitions respectively overlapped partitions in the case of proposed approach.
